Gain new skills and strategies at eXXec – SWE’s Exclusive Executive Leadership Program

eXXec is the Society of Women Engineers’ Executive Leadership Program, created to deliver actionable high-performance strategies for senior-level executives in the engineering industry.

Hogan Leadership Forecast Series
All eXXec participants will have access to the Hogan Forecast Series ahead of the program. This leadership assessment will produce a set of four reports around personality, development, values and coaching that will help you to grow your career and achieve your leadership goals.

June 22-25 in Chicago, IL
Join us at the Hotel EMC2 in Chicago, IL for this three-day interactive program to learn from global executive subject-matter experts on these three pillars of leadership:

Leading Self – Strategies for Increased Self Awareness
Leading People – Management Performance and Motivation
Leading Change – Change Management Strategies

November in New Orleans, LA
Special invitation to SWE’s Executive Women’s Leadership Luncheon held at WE20

Virtual Coaching Session
After eXXec, schedule one 60-minute virtual coaching session.

Learn more and register by May 26 at exxec.swe.org
Or contact SWE +1.800.793.4636 or learning@swe.org.
TOP 5 REASONS TO ATTEND eXXec:

1. Meet a new network of executives. eXXec provides you with a network of peer mentors you can go to for support during and after the program.

2. Develop your skills and strategies around these three key leadership pillars: leading self, leading people and leading change.

3. Learn from global executive subject-matter experts. Gain new skills and strategies from the top leaders in the industry that you can apply immediately.

4. Measure your own abilities. eXXec gives you access to three assessments that analyze your personality, core values and personal interests and show how those traits can be used to strengthen your career and achieve your leadership goals.

5. The opportunities continue even after the event. Continue to grow your skills and network with a 60-minute virtual executive coaching session and an invitation to SWE’s Executive Luncheon at WE19 in Anaheim, California.

Total Cost of eXXec Registration: $6,650

Registration includes:

- Meals
- Program materials
- Hotel stay
- Daily wellness event
- Professional headshot
- Year Membership to SWE
- Three Hogan Leadership Assessments - HPI, HDS, MVPI

Learn more and register at exxec.swe.org
Inspiration awaits at eXXec 2020:
Earn new leadership skills and strategies from these top global leaders.

eXXec Moderator, Jo Miller
Jo Miller is CEO of Be Leaderly. She is dedicated to helping women around the world advance into positions of leadership and influence. Globally, she delivers more than 70 presentations each year to audiences of up to 1,200 women. She has spoken at women’s leadership conferences, for hundreds of organizations that include Boeing, BP, Collins Aerospace, GE, Google, GM, Microsoft, Northrop Grumman, Siemens and Princeton University. Ms. Miller has partnered with SWE to deliver leadership and professional development programs since 2006.

Leading Self – Strategic Self Awareness
Presented by Rebecca Ghanadan, Ph.D., Hogan Coaching Network
Rebecca Ghanadan has leveraged her experience in working with clients ranging from high technology, engineering, science management and research organizations to higher education and values-based businesses.
Dr. Ghanadan is highly skilled in empowering leaders. She has a track record of peer-reviewed publications in scenarios and technological change including science, and has worked with international teams from energy, technology and international development organizations.

Leading People – Management Performance and Motivation
Presented by Dr. Mabel Miguel
Mabel Miguel teaches courses in leadership and management at UNC Kenan-Flagler where she serves as director of the Global Business Center. She shares her global expertise by incorporating lessons that transcend geographical and cultural boundaries in her leadership courses.
Dr. Miguel has developed and taught leadership skill courses for such organizations as the U.S. Air Force, U.S. Navy, ExxonMobil, Sony Ericsson, Caterpillar, CEMEX, Eastman Chemical and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Leading Change – Change Management Strategies
Presented by Rose Hollister
Rose Hollister is a consultant for Fortune 500 companies, a published author and a professor. She specializes in partnering with leaders to accelerate results, increase effectiveness and meet emerging business challenges.
Prior to founding Hollister Associates, Ms. Hollister directed the Leadership Institute for McDonald’s. The Institute provided innovative development for the top 1,600 global leaders in over 100 countries. Ms. Hollister currently teaches Global Change and Global Leadership for Northwestern University.

To learn more about the upcoming live sessions at eXXec 2020 and to register by May 26, visit exxec.swe.org.